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THE SEMI-FINALIST IS: MICHELLE ROSS

Like A Mountain (two fists of solid rock CM)
2021, acrylic, flashe, oil, graphite, and pastel on panel

65 ¼” x 83” 
Photo by Mario Gallucci

The Not-Center and Synthesis
Seeing Michelle Ross’s recent show at Elizabeth Leach was an hour of joy that almost felt tailor-made to mark the arrival of 
spring in Portland, Oregon. Ross is not a landscape painter, but her paintings paralleled the light outside on that day, from the 
atmospheric pools of indigo and silver to the punches of vivid color which act as stabilizing forces in her often tempestuous 
compositions. 
Ross’s recent paintings are, in her own words, de-centered. Visually, this means that the linear energy in her compositions is 
pushed out to the edges, leaving an interior space that is largely -but not entirely- atmospheric. The more concrete elements often 
suggest a geometric structure, but habitually avoid any obvious solutions. Buttresses - small, nearly solid shapes of vivid color - 
also make their way to the edges of these allusive forms. And like architectural buttresses holding up thin walls of stained glass in 
a gothic church, Ross’s small, colorful supports dutifully stabilize planes of luminous, ethereal color. 
One of Ross's many strengths is her willingness to embrace both the haptic and the literary. Her paintings stand on their own, but 
the titles - alternately poetic, clever, timely and suggestive - grant access to another level of her aesthetic stronghold.  The titles 
function not so much as an open front door, but instead an unlocked window on the second or third floor. Scaling the trellis and 
shimmying over the sill is undoubtedly going to take time and energy, but it’s an effort worth making. Once inside, it's as if the 
space of the unapologetically visual begins to expand, opening up plenty of room for the conceptual framework that holds it in 
place. This is also the point where you’ll realize that you’ve just snuck into a fantastic party and you won’t want to leave.

This month on The Semi-Finalist I’m pleased to present my interview with Michelle Ross. In it she talks more about de-
centering, her competing aesthetic impulses, and making sense of the last four years.
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https://www.mariogallucciphoto.com/art-documentation


Michelle Ross in her studio.

The Semi-Finalist:  Michelle, we first met back in the 1990’s, but I have to admit that I still don’t know your full origin story. 

How did you get started with painting and when did you make the decision to forge ahead as an artist?

Michelle Ross: My first art classes were at the Oregon School of Art and Craft (later known as the Oregon College of Art and 
Craft) – when I was 19 or 20. I had wanted to pursue writing when I was a high school student and I read a ton- but I never took 
any  art  classes.  It  was  because  of  a  dedicated  mentor  who basically  challenged  me to  go  to  art  school  after  doing  some 
independent study work with them. I had returned to Portland after a year at an alternative college program in Bellingham, 
Washington called Fairhaven College. It was an insular little bubble and again I was trying to get started with writing but felt 
restless and unsatisfied. So I returned to Portland and eventually enrolled at PNCA (Pacific Northwest College of Art) – which 
was at the time still embedded in the Portland Art Museum as the Museum School. I graduated from PNCA in '87 and went up to 
Washington State University in Pullman for my MFA in '91.

Sensor
2021, acrylic, oil, paper, silver leaf, graphite, pastel and

colored pencil on panel, 24” x 30”
photo by Mario Gallucci

S-F:  This next question comes out of our conversation about how one's temperament is connected to whether an artist's work is 
the result of slow accretion, spontaneous improvisation, or something else entirely. It's really a question about being true to 



oneself in the studio. So, with that in mind, can you talk about how you see yourself as a painter in relation to materials, 
techniques and the impulses that drive your work? 
MR: I think I often operate in a kind of dialectic between those poles you mention, and in the process of the back and forth some 
kind of synthesis emerges. At times I yearn to proceed in an either/or, fully committed, one way or another fashion, but I know 
that what drives the work is a kind of problem-solving mentality – so that neither approach totally satisfies what I want to see and 
therefore needs to be modified by the opposite approach. Which often creates a mess. This is true with materials as well – when I 
start to feel burdened with the preciousness and weight of the history of oil painting I end up introducing “low” materials- paper, 
textiles, scraps of detritus. Drawing materials also intrude into those surfaces. These things complicate the beauty and sensuality 
of the painted surfaces. Recently I have been using more aggressive techniques like pouring, smearing and staining, which then 
need to be corralled or harnessed with an overlay of geometry. This acts as a collision that results in the synthesis I am looking 
for.

Twelve Twenty-One Twenty Twenty
2021, acrylic, flashe, oil, graphite, and pastel on panel, 65 ¼” x 83” 

photo by Mario Gallucci

S-F: Your titles often insist on evoking the here and now while your paintings seem to enjoy navigating the intangibles of life.
Can you talk about that?
MR:  Sometimes that is true, especially with this last body of work, for example False Flag – which smacks of the current 
political conditions in the US. That painting in particular was a thorny problem to solve, meaning I thought I could keep it 
simple and concise and it became quite convoluted with many competing forces- color, directionality, asymmetry. I 
had to accept those contradictions while resolving the painting. That struggle seems to mimic the intangible, perhaps 
mental struggles of a year living through the pandemic and a nerve-wracking political climate.  

False Flag
2021, acrylic, oil, vintage canvas, vinyl, silver leaf, pastel chalk,

and graphite on panel, 30" x 40" 
photo by Mario Gallucci



At other times the titles are quotations from poetry, or print media text. And with that the “here and now” and the “intangibles” 
can vary quite a bit. I think of titles as a way to point to a territory or context or lens through which to consider the abstraction of 
the paintings. 

Above: Lamplight Surprise
2017, acrylic, oil and graphite on panel, 12.5”x 10”

Below: Chicken Little
2017, acrylic, oil and graphite on panel, 12.5”x 10”

photos by Mario Gallucci



S-F: You’ve talked a lot about the concept of de-centering in relation to the body of work you made for “I Am Your Signal,” your
recent solo show at Elizabeth Leach Gallery. Can you expand on that concept and how you see it manifesting itself in your 
paintings?
MR: De-centering is a literal and formal strategy in many of the newest works. I noticed the tendency emerging with this and 
other recent work. I seemed to be inclined toward the periphery. I was drawn to engage and activate the edges of the paintings 
with a compression of shape, compressed energy and hot,  saturated color. This got me wondering about empty(-ish) centers and 
unreliable or unstable centers that shifted, that weren’t clearly grounded or appeared unanchored. In relation to constructing 
pictures, I was considering how we are supposed to address the center, have a hierarchy of focal points, a balance of centralities. 

In some ways this visual thinking about the center and the not-center may reflect certain power dynamics that are currently at 
play between progressive, reparative, social activism (the hot periphery?) and repressive conservative politics (the unreliable 
center?). These paintings were made at a time in late 2020 with this intensified backdrop playing out. I think we absorb these 
social dynamics as experiences from our own vantage point and often they get echoed in subconscious ways. For me it seems to 
be playing out in this formal dynamic of not-center /compressed periphery. I think Jan Verwort is pointing to something like this 
in his essay on the painter Toma Abts, The Beauty and Politics of Latency:
 “In one moment, abstract art might hurl itself forward in time towards the yet unrealized and unthought. In other moments, 
however, abstraction only works because its enunciations reverberate with latent memories of things once seen or ideas once 
thought and then forgotten… In this sense, the space of abstraction is an echo chamber in which each enunciation resonates with 
intuitions of the yet unthought and the presently forgotten… Abstraction…treasures the latencies of thoughts, memories, and 
feelings as a source that is inexhaustible precisely because its content can be neither instantaneously nor ever fully actualized.”

Tempest
2021, acrylic, oil, pastel chalk, and graphite on panel, 65 x 83"

photo by Mario Gallucci

Or maybe it - the de-centering idea – is a parallel to my own very lateral way of associative thinking. I am always interrupting my 
own thoughts with adjacent next thoughts to the point where every idea feels like an edge, pressed outwards and up next to 
something else equally compelling. Where is the center in that? The center is a moving target and always contingent on what the 
quality or clarity of the periphery is. 

Anyway….below is a list of stream-of-consciousness thoughts that I think contribute to an understanding of what the paintings 
manifest:

• I Am Your Signal came to me as a phrase while working in the studio about a year ago. Over the course of this year I
have come to understand it as a framework for this body of work. 

• Isabelle Graw writes of the “quasi-subjecthood” of a painting in her book “The Love of Painting: Genealogy of a
Success Medium”. The title of my show is a wry nod to this idea. The artist is not the “I” in the title, rather the painting.

• The paintings are complex, troubled surfaces that sometimes yield to invented geometries, that are found by connecting
plotted and random points after initial layers of color are laid down. 

https://www.elizabethleach.com/


• We count on geometries to rationalize space and yet these paintings suggest otherwise. Historically, geometry is a type 
of violence imposed on the natural world to map and dominate.

• Geometries are also a mystical technology.

Installation shots of Ross's show, I Am Your Signal, at Elizabeth Leach Gallery.
Photos by Mario Gallucci.

• The surfaces of these paintings ask the viewer to sift through conflicts, tensions and hierarchies of line, shape, form, 
color in order to discern what signal (if any) might be present.

• Silver paint, silver leaf (silver is a material associated with the feminine, healing and the moon – but also destructive 
extraction  economies)  AND  varying  applications  of  matte,  gloss,  light  value  and  texture  compete  and  change 
depending on the viewers position and lighting conditions. 

• This is intended to create a dynamic and active viewing experience that echoes the cultural and personal uncertainties 
and conflicts of this time.

• Like a mirror flashing sunlight from a great distance you have to be standing in precisely the correct place to receive 
the signal. 

• I am working to destabilize the notion of painting as a static or fixed image.

https://www.elizabethleach.com/


Keep
2021, acrylic, oil, Korean hemp linen, canvas, silver leaf, tape,

and graphite on panel, 30" x 40" 

• I  am working to create a whole or a gestalt  with the composition while acknowledging the instability 
present in compositional devices, color and light.

• Color alternates between high key saturation, punctuating dark blues and greens that reference the natural 
world. Low key neutrals modify the use of yellows and reds which have crept in this year, possibly pointing 
to anxiety and violence.

• I am inspired every day by the sky.
• I am thinking about the concept of “signal to noise ratio” (SNR). Conflicting attraction and attention values 

are engineered into the paintings to create more of an equalized or binary (50/50) SNR. This also seems to 
reflect our current social and political divisions. Ideally a signal is clear with much less noise to contend 
with.

• As a queer identified lesbian feminist, abstraction continues to be a form of resistance to essentialized, 
surveilled bodies, while acknowledging the necessity and politics of visibility as a different co-equal form 
of resistance. I have a suspicion of representation.  See David Getsy: Ten Queer Thesis on Abstraction.

Bathyscaphe (for CM)
2021, acrylic, oil, paper, silver leaf, graphite, and pastel on panel, 24” x 30”

photo by Mario Gallucci

• I consider my work a form of embodied abstraction, in that the labor of realizing the images and surfaces is very 
physical and is imprinted with direct traces of my body. Shapes and forms are often scaled to my body.



• I  am  interested  in  the  idiosyncrasies  of  irregular  polygons  and  their  classifications:   convex,  concave  and  self-
intersecting. This seems analogous to bodily conditions in a kind of poetic way. Michael Fried unpacks Frank Stella’s 
formal exploration of this and the problem of “fit” with form to format in his essay “Shape as Form”. This has been 
influential in how I think about applying pressure to the periphery of the compositions. 

• I am seeking and finding a faceted, oppositional, periphery that challenges a dissolving, gaseous, or indefinite center. I 
am more interested in an ill-fit.

Idyll Wild
2021, acrylic, oil, vintage canvas, vinyl, silver leaf, pastel chalk,

and graphite on panel, 30" x 40" 

S-F: Who do you count as formative influences on your work and who have you been looking at recently?
MR: Formative: Twombly, Stella, Judd, Diebenkorn, Noland, Joan Mitchell, Frankenthaler, Joan Snyder, Hilma Af Klint.

Recently: Harvey Quaytman, R.H. Quaytman, Prunella Clough, Svenja Deininger, Elizabeth Neel, Yunhee Min, Tala Madani, 
Shara Hughes, Amy Bay, Lois Dodd, Julie Mehretu, Vivian Suter, Torkwase Dyson, Tormory Dodge, Monique Van Genderen, 
Pia Fries, Marina Adams….

 
Talking about formative influences.

https://www.thesemi-finalist.com/artist-interviews/semi-finalist-2


S-F: What’s next?
MR: More experimental works, drawing paintings, affective color studies, simplification or a push more deeply into maximalism. 
I want to work on repetition.
Returning to some older unresolved works, possibly shaped panels, more textile works.
 I want to do an artist book also – from the magazine page interventions. I have several different categories of works from those 
pages that form an organizing principle that could be a book.

Above: Research.
Below: The studio.



Below are more shots of Michelle Ross's work. You can also find her...
at her website
on the Elizabeth Leach Gallery website 
on Instagram: @michelle_ross_studio

Winter Bloom (1)
2015, oil, spray paint, house paint, paper, plaster, linen, chalk,

and graphite on birch panel, 45” x 42” 
photo by Mario Gallucci

As is, So There
2015, acrylic, oil and graphite on panel, 12.5”x 10”

photo by Mario Gallucci

https://www.michelleross-studio.com/about
https://www.elizabethleach.com/


The Inexperienced Miracle Worker
2015, oil, flashe, paper, plaster, chalk and graphite on panel, 62”x 65”

photo by Mario Gallucci

Mario Gallucci's photography website can be found at:  https://www.mariogallucciphoto.com/art-documentation

https://www.mariogallucciphoto.com/art-documentation


Life & Culture 

Art shows a bit more intense and cerebral this winter in Portland 
Updated 6:57 AM; Today 6:57 AM 

By Briana Miller | Special to The Oregonian/OregonLive 

Emerging out of 2020, galleries and art institutions are showing new and invigorating work by new and 
interesting artists. Some shows continue the hard conversations churned up in 2020; others offer well-
earned distraction. In general, shows this season feel a little more intense, a little more cerebral than they 
have in the past. Maybe our attention spans are stretching after a year of social distancing. 

Michelle Ross: “I Am Your Signal” 

Michelle Ross’ commission for The Standard Insurance Company, four site-specific paintings measuring 
16 feet tall by 7 feet wide that were completed and installed this past fall, are the largest paintings she’s 
ever created. For her solo show, she maintains some of their scale in a series of angular abstract 
paintings on panel that combine swift painted gestures with vigorous shots of saturated color. Raw 
canvas geometric shapes affixed to the panel add visual texture, as does silver paint applied as a base 
layer, another carryover from The Standard paintings, along with silver and platinum leafing. 

Feb. 4-March 27, Elizabeth Leach Gallery, 417 N.W. Ninth Ave., elizabethleach.com or 503-224-0521 

Michelle Ross’ “Bloom” (2020), oil and mixed media on panel. Courtesy of the artist and 
Elizabeth Leach Gallery. Mario Gallucci

https://www.oregonlive.com/entertainment
http://connect.oregonlive.com/staff/Briana%20Miller/posts.html
http://elizabethleach.com/


 
Joseph Gallivan interviews painter Michelle Ross 
Hosted by:  Joseph Gallivan
Produced by: KBOO
Program:: Art Focus
Air date: 
Tue, 10/13/2020 - 11:30am to 12:00pm

Joseph Gallivan interviews painter Michelle Ross and gallery director Daniel Peabody about 
Ross’s new four-painting commission at the Standard Insurance Building lobby “The Turn of a 
Shape: Dawn, Dusk, Midday, Midnight".

On Tuesday Oct 13, 2020 at 11:30 a.m. Joseph Gallivan interviews painter Michelle Ross and the 
Elizabeth Leach gallery director Daniel Peabody about Ross’s new four-painting commission at 
the Standard Insurance Building lobby. The works, called “The Turn of a Shape: Dawn, Dusk, 
Midday, Midnight,” hang in the four corners of the remodeled lobby at 900 SW 5th Ave, 
viewable by the public in office hours. Ross talks about her choice of colors and shapes, her 
variety of paint types, and both her response to light at different times of day and to corporate 
strictures.

From the press release:

The year-long project culminated in the installation in October 2020.  Michelle Ross has created 
four large paintings, each 16 feet tall by 83 inches wide, a monumental undertaking. These are 
huge, magnificent paintings commissioned by a private company, The Standard Insurance.
 
Ross is currently studying kiln glass work at the Yucca Valley Lab in California. https://
www.yuccavalleymaterial.org/
 
michelleross-studio.com
www.elizabethleach.com

This show was recorded by Zoom on Oct 12, 2020, although the final audio is from a backup 
recording a voice memo on an Android phone. 

https://kboo.fm/profiles/joseph-gallivan
https://kboo.fm/program/art-focus
https://www.yuccavalleymaterial.org/
https://www.yuccavalleymaterial.org/
http://michelleross-studio.com/
http://www.elizabethleach.com/


Michelle Ross
ART GYM
17600 Pacific Highway, BP John, 3rd Floor
October 11, 2016–December 9, 2016
For Portland-based painter Michelle Ross, the pictorial language of
abstraction is formed in relation to the careful observation of
physical gesture and its subsequent flattening and transmission
through contemporary forms of visuality, such as print magazines
and video. This is where Ross’s obsession with fashion comes in:
Imaginatively transforming stretcher bars and their surfaces into a
synthesis of good bones and material geometries, the artist paints
on top of pages from W, for instance, or scans editorial spreads in
order to blow them up and attach them to her canvases. Velvet,
cotton, polyester, paint, plaster, and other media are stretched,
folded, or layered atop these initial layouts, redacting
representation. The works’ imagery sets the stage for “dressing”
the paintings like a body; and if a painting fails, it’s stripped down
and redressed later.

In Redress: With a Composure Periodically Fractured by Wailing
(For D.R.), 2016, sheer and textured fabrics are fused with plaster
and paint around a geometric portal of ombre satin. The residue of
the work’s first layer and subsequent undress reveal stain-like
expressionistic markings. In some places where Ross has ripped
fabric away, raised scar-like edges reinforce the presence of touch
and intimacy.

Her paintings often begin with small sewn-fabric constructions that
she refers to as “prompts”—studies in texture and color that
channel ideas into the paintings. Several are hung near their
companion pieces in the exhibition. More than studies or
accessories, they become a set of anecdotes for expanding the
works’ style and beauty.

— Stephanie Snyder

Michelle Ross, Redress: With a Composure
Periodically Fractured by Wailing (For D.R.),
2016, cotton, polyester, crinoline, hemp linen,
spray paint, oil paint, digital print, graphite, 56 x
43".

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY

Michelle Ross - artforum.com / critics' picks https://www.artforum.com/index.php?pn=picks&id=64399&vi...
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View full size

Artist Michelle Ross; Agent, 2012; archival pigment print, 11 x 14"

Gallery openings June 2013
John Motley | Special to The Oregonian By John Motley | Special to The Oregonian

Email the author

on May 31, 2013 at 2:00 PM

In the past few years, Michelle Ross has

emerged as the city's most tirelessly

experimental abstract painter. In recent

memory, she and collaborator Karl

Burkheimer organized "Open House

Opening," a one-night group show

installed in a Southeast Portland residence

that questioned how an exhibition's setting

influences its reception. A year later, she

uprooted artworks from the homes of her

neighbors for "Home Curating," presenting

those private treasures in a public gallery

at the Oregon College of Arts and Craft.

At the same time, she's explored the

impact of various formal departures on her

own work: painting over pages of

magazines; incorporating fabric into her

compositions; and removing them from

stretcher bars, so that they hang like

tapestries. Behind all this boundary testing

is a very serious artist, who is wrestling

with the limits of her medium in deeply

critical terms. Last year, Ross was

deservedly recognized with a Hallie Ford

Fellowship in the Visual Arts.  

For "Symptomatic" at Elizabeth Leach Gallery, her first solo show since receiving that honor, Ross pairs

new paintings with photographed paintings, continuing to consider how the context in which a piece of

artwork is presented affects how we see it. (417 N.W. Ninth Ave., 503-224-0521, through June 29) 

Portland Art Museum: Dutch bad boy

Folkert De Jong traffics in grotesquerie,

making sculptures that, like horror movies,

are equal parts unsettling and hokey. This

Gallery openings June 2013 http://blog.oregonlive.com/ent_impact_arts/print.html?entry=/2...
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Courtesy of the artist and James Cohan
Gallery, New York Â© Folkert De Jong

View full size

Folkert de Jong, "Business as Usual: The Tower," 2008, Styrofoam and
pigmented polyurethane foam

is the last month to catch a selection of his

work at Portland Art Museum, including

"Business as Usual: The Tower," 2008, his

utterly leaden commentary on U.S.

involvement in the Middle East, which

depicts the three wise monkeys of lore --

who, respectively, see, speak, and hear no

evil -- perched on an oil drum and

smeared in black crude. (1219 S.W. Park

Ave., 503-226-2811, through June 23,

admission $15) 

Adams and Ollman: The relatively new

gallery continues its run of solid

programming with "Moons of a Dewdrop,"

a collaborative installation by Philadelphia

artists Paul Swenbeck and Joy Feasley.

The multimedia show promises to be an

esoteric delight, featuring ceramic works

inspired by Neolithic ritual objects and

fossil forms as well as paintings informed

by science fiction and Romantic landscape

painting. (811 E. Burnside #213, through

July 20) 

Nationale: Portland painter Marie Koetje

presents her first solo show at Nationale,

building on the chaotically abstract

canvases of "Space Invader," exhibited

last year at the Vestibule in Disjecta. While Koetje is very much a traditional painter, her work can't help but

reference digital culture with its Day-Glo palette, Microsoft Paint-mimicking squiggles and sprays, and a

layered composition that suggests an avalanche of browser tabs. (811 E. Burnside, 503-477-9786, through

July 7) 

Augen Gallery DeSoto: While this

exhibition of etchings and woodcuts by

Edvard Munch  is limited to just a handful

of works, it's more than worth the trip. Not

only did the Norwegian artist inspire

German Expressionism, he pioneered the

Gallery openings June 2013 http://blog.oregonlive.com/ent_impact_arts/print.html?entry=/2...
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View full size

Edvard Munch, Maneskinn Ved Havet (Moonlight on the Sea) - 1912,
woodblock printed in black ink, 7-1/4 x 10-1/8 inches

expression of intense psychological states

in his work (Munch's iconic painting "The

Scream"  sold for $120 million at auction

last year), making him one of the most

influential artists in modern history. (716

N.W. Davis St., 503-546-5056, through

June 29)  

12128: In late June, Springfield's

excellent artist-run space Ditch Projects

comes to Portland with "Dumb Angel," a

group show of new work by its members, who include Mike Bray, Isami Ching, Brooks Dierdorf, Surabhi

Ghosh, Nika Kaiser, Donald Morgan and Jack Ryan. This also marks the first chance of 2013 to visit 12128,

charmingly located aboard an enormous decommissioned crabbing vessel. (12900 N.W. Marina Way,

through July 12)

Gallery Homeland: From the warped minds of Weird Fiction, a multimedia arts collective that revels in our

culture's digital overload, comes the offshoot "Weird Shift."  The event will unfold as both a monthlong

exhibition, "The Long Share," and, from June 14 to 16, a conference with the modest goal of imploding

"(ir)reality prismatically into many new streams for retrieval and report." If you're confused, that's the idea.

"The Long Share" gathers such oddities as a para-fictional photo essay by Rosalynn Rothstein; a speculative

history of WikiLeaks by Australian art collective Soda Jerk; and Portlander Stephen Slappe's video of a

surprisingly erotic bomb-diffusing robot. Weird, indeed. (2505 SE 11th Ave., through June 28)  

-- John Motley

© 2014 OregonLive.com. All rights reserved.
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